Abstract. We develop here a nonperturbative framework to study quantum chromodynamics (QCD) at finite temperatures using the thermofield dynamics (TFD) method of Umezawa. The methodology considered here is selfconsistent and variational. There is a dynamical generation of a magnetic gluon mass. This eliminates the infrared problems associated with perturbative QCD calculations at finite temperatures. We obtain here the thermodynamical quantities like free energy density, pressure and entropy density. We also calculate the temperature dependence of SVZ parameter as (G~,. G "u~). sate vanishes at the critical temperature in accordance with recent hot sum rule calculations. The present method gives an insight to the vacuum structure in QCD at zero temperature as well as at finite temperatures in a coordinated manner.
I Introduction
Vacuum structure in quantum chromodynamics (QCD) is nonperturbative and highly nontrivial [1] . We have attempted the same for zero temperature earlier [2] through a nonperturbative variational method, where the scale parameter of QCD vacuum was related to that of Shifman, Vainshtein and Zakharov (SVZ) in the context of sum rules [3] . We shall now extend the same to QCD at finite temperature with the thermofield dynamics method of Umezawa [4] .
It is well known that QCD at finite temperatures remains nonperturbative due to serious infrared divergences [5] . This makes the perturbative expansion ineffective [6] unless an appropriate partial resummation is done [7] . The problem has also been dealt with a semiclassical expansion around a gas of chromomagnetic monopoles [8] . Although the QCD electric propagators are screened by Debye mass at one loop level, the magnetic channel remains long range at any finite order of perturbation theory [9] . As we have noted in [2], a mass gap in the magnetic sector naturally arises through the non trivial vacuum structure of gluon condensates. We shall use thermofield dynamics to generalise the vacuum structure to finite temperature.
We organise the paper as follows. In Sect. 2 we consider the algebra for the ground state structure of QCD at finite temperature. For this purpose, we briefly recapitulate the same for zero temperature [2] , and then consider temperature dependent field theory with thermofield dynamics by minimising free energy. Here we study the temperature dependence of the gluon condensates describing the structure of vacuum [4] as well as the same for other parameters. The scale which was determined through SVZ parameter [2] , is here used to write the temperature dependence of the physical quantities. In Sect. 3 we discuss the free energy extremisation and obtain the results for different thermodynamic quantities. The critical temperature here appears to be about 275 MeV, with the selfconsistent gluon mass being around 300-400 MeV. In Sect. 4, we summarize and discuss the present methodology.
The method is tested for solvable models [10] and, as stated, for QCD at zero temperature [2] with results similar to that of earlier methods [11] . It has also been applied for ground state structure and other problems in nuclear physics [12] . It is however conceptually different and has more predictive power regarding offshell boson quanta with testable conclusions elsewhere [13] .
II QCD at finite temperature
We shall consider QCD at a finite temperature using thermofield methods [4] . For this purpose, we start with the QCD Lagrangian given as
S=-89
+gf~'bc web W~)q-~c 1 ~t ~vv (a (Ta#,', (l) where Wu" are the SU(3) color gauge fields. We shall quantise in Coulomb gauge and write the electric field G~ in terms of the transverse and longitudinal parts as
where the form off" is to be determined. In the Coulomb gauge the subsidiary condition and the equal time algebra for the gauge fields are given as [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] o, w," = o,
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We take the field expansions for W a and TG~ at time t = 0 as
and
From (4) these give the commutation relations for a~ and af t as
where, re(k) is arbitrary [15] , and, kikj Aij(k) = (~ij k2 . 
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where : : denotes the normal ordering with respect to the perturbative vacuum, say ]vac), defined through aI'(k)] vac)= 0. In (8) we have not retained the cubic terms in gauge fields since with 91uon pair condensates these will not contribute. This implies omission of some possible contributions to the vacuum structure. In fact, the cubic term will contribute to vacuum structure provided we accept gluon condensates consisting of three gluons.
We have omitted it for the sake of simplicity. The term 89 a) automatically includes interactions for both time-like and longitudinal gluons, here through the auxiliary field description, and r is calculated after this elimination through (9) and (10) given later. We note that [2] f" . 
where Jg=gf"bc W~T G6i. is a state in an extended Hllbert space including thermal modes. We shall therefore replace the lhs of (10) with the expectation values for [vac'; fl) for all the fields other than W~. Then, the above equation gets replaced by
We note that at zero temperature, I vac'; fl = oe)= I vac') was the nonperturbative ground state as discussed in I-2]. It will be instructive to recapitulate the expressions of [2] that will get modified at finite temperature. We define I vac') through a unitary transformation, in a similar manner to Gross-Neveu model considered earlier [10], given as
where g = exp(B t -B).
The unitary operator U for the temperature dependent case will be discussed later. In [2] it was shown that at zero temperature, we may have
